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The question of the existence of solutions for the system of nonlinear partial 
differential equations governing the arbitrarily heated and prestressed 
nonhomogeneous shell is considered. We give the suffkient conditions for the 
existence of at least one solution by way of a fixed point theorem in an appropriate 
function space. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of nonlinear shells arising from equations derived in [ 8 1 has 
been studied, among others, in (1,4]. In this paper, we consider a thin 
nonhomogeneous shallow shell of uniform thickness h. Our elastic structure 
is in the shape of a bounded domain L! in R2 such that the coordinate axes x, 
y lie in the middle surface of the shell and the thickness h lies in the z- 
direction, while the entire edge, in the form of LU2, of the shell is clamped 
making both the deflection and the normal differentiation zero at the edges. 
The shell is then arbitrarily heated and subjected to an external force p(x, y) 
acting over the entire surface. The heating takes place by heat transfer coef- 
ficient a = a@, y, z). We shall neglect both the non-uniformity of 
temperature distribution in the thickness dimension of the elements and the 
change of elastic properties of the material with temperature, but assume that 
the Young’s Modulus, E = E(x, y, z), is dependent on the temperature, 
T = T&y, z). The resulting system of differential equations [8] is of the 
following form: 
+ ik w2 + Aw,,J + P(X, v) + M(T) inQ (0.1) 
Ll:p-,uAj,w,=--f[W, +2w,,w,l- {kw,} t.N(T) 
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under the boundary (clamped edge) conditions 
W’ = w* = 0 
aw, aw, in 30, -=-=() 
an &I 
(0.2) 
a/an is the normal differentiation to the boundary LX2. 
Az = a2 @a21 + 2 a2 W2) a2 (Ga’) 
lG ax2 ax2 ---+-&iay” ax ay ax ay 
Az = a2 (Ga’) 2 a2 Pa’) a2 (Gd2) ~- -~ 
C a2 ay2 axay axay +pi?y27 
G E (D, H), 
1 hi2 
D= 
CjF (z - 4 WG Y, z> dz, -h,2 
0, Y, z) E(x, Y, z) T(x, y, z) dz 
I 
, 
k = (k,, k2) is the curvature of the shell, 
{WI = k,fx, + kzfyy, 
If, sl =Lx g,, - 2fx, gx, +.L gxx. 
wO(x, y) is the initial deflection. wo2(x,y) is the initial stress function due to 
arbitrary heating effects M(T), N(T) and technical formation processes. 
wr(x, y) is the deflection of the shell due to the external loading. w2(x, y) is 
the stress increment produced when the shell is allowed to deflect. A is a real- 
valued parameter measuring the strength of the applied forces on loading. ,D 
is the Poisson’s ratio of the contraction of the linear elements perpendicular 
to the axis and the longitudinal extensions of the shell. 
We shall assume that aR and the initial data are suffkiently smooth. Our 
problem is to determine w = (wr, w2) satisfying the system (0.1) and (0.2). 
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1. BASIC NOTATIONS 
We consider functions of a point (x, y) in Q. All functions are assumed 
real valued, measurable and locally summable in the sense of Lebesgue. 
L,(Q) is the space of all functions on Q that are pth power summable. 
H, = W;(D) will denote the collections of functions in L,(Q) which have 
generalized derivatives in L,(R) of orders up to t. The norm here is defined 
by the scalar product 
m=j F;‘ D”fD”g, where 
Q lal<l 
D” = Pli”‘/(axml aya*), 
a=(a1,a2) and lal=a,+a,, 
a, and a2 are integers. in denotes sj, dx dy and jan = Jan d.Q. 
H,, = F$’ is the completion of C?(O) in the norm of H, in which all 
functions are of compact support. Unless otherwise specified p = 2. 
H = H,, x H,, will denote the space of vector functions ZI = (u I, uJ whose 
components Gi(x, y) E H,, . The norm shall be defined as 
lu’lZ = lu,12 + Iu212. 
Let 80~ denote a neighbourhood of a0 whose width is of order p, and let 
s denote the usual normal distance of a point (x, y) from 80, then we have 
the following two results. 
LEMMA 1.1. For u(x,y) E H,, 
where / S / stands for the norm in L,(aQp) and c(p) is a constant. 
LEMMA 1.2. For an arbitrary E > 0, where exists a real-valued function 
@x, y) with the following properties: 
(a) < is defined in aQp and is piecewise continuously dgerentiable up 
to the 2nd order and has bounded derivatives. 
(b) [ = 1 on 852 and [ = 0 outside aQp. 
(c) V[ = 0 on aR and outside aQp. 
(d) ICI < E/S and / V[l< F/S throughout aYIp. Here \<I is the absolute 
value of C. r is a cutting function for the domain a. 
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2. THE CLASSICAL AND THE GENERALIZED SOLUTIONS 
If we consider the system (0.1) under the boundary condition (0.2) we 
have the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A vector function t3 = (w,, wq) is a “classical solution” 
of the system (0. 1 ), (0.2) if it satisfies the following properties: 
(i) WiEc4(Q)fJc’(J2), i= 1,2, 
(ii) wi’s satisfy (0.1) and (0.2) pointwise for some real number A. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A vector function G = (w,, wz) is a “generalized 
solution” of the problem (O.l), (0.2) if G is such that the components 
WiEH02, i = 1, 2, and satisfy the following system of integral identities for 
all test functions vi E H,,: 
A l,(WI 1 rll) + PALAWl ) Vl> 
= B,(w, + wo, w2 + Awo2, rll) + B,(k w2 + two,, r,> + B,(IJ + MT VA, 
A I,(WZ 3 v2) - PAff(W2 3 rl2) 
= - fBl(W, + 2w0, WI, v2) - B,(k WI 3 'I*) + B,(NY v2h (2.1) 
where 
A ,,(f, g> = i, G(Lx gx.r + Xx, gx, +fk g,J 
A& 8) = !, G(fx, gy, - ‘Xx, gx, +fyy g,,>~ 
for all f, g, h E Ho,. 
THEOREM 2.1. A classical solution of the system (O.l), (0.2) is a 
generalized solution. If 80 and the generalized solutions are suflciently 
smooth, then conversely a generalized solution of the system (O.l), (0.2) is a 
classical solution. 
Proof: Suppose G is a classical solution and the initial data M, P, N, wo, 
wo2, D and H are such that they are sufficiently smooth. Multiplying the first 
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equation of (0.1) by vI and the second by q2 and integrating by parts over Q, 
we get on the left-hand sides the expressions 
A,@, 3 Q-1) + PALAWl 3 VI) and A I,(% 5 %I -PAD(%) v2h 
respectively. The former follows from the identity 
where B is a boundary operator. Since Bf = 0 on &2 
.I R g(d:Df+~ud~f)=A,“(f,g)+iuA.(f,g)rA,,(f,g). 
Similarly 
I a g(d:“f-~d~f)=AIH(f’g)-IUAH(f)g)~AHI(J;g), 
On the right-hand sides we have 
IQ If;gP=jn (fyvgxhx+fxxgyhy-f*y(gyh,+g,h,)J 
+I,, h{(f,,% -fyxnJgx + (fd, -fx,nx>g,l~ 
where (n,, n,,) are components of the unit normal vector on LM2. We let the 
boundary integrals vanish since h is of compact support on a. Therefore 
i R [Lglh=B,(.Lg,h), 
and using the definitions of B,(k,f, g) and B,(f, g) we arrive at (2.1). 
Conversely let fi be a generalized solution. For suffkiently smooth I?‘, LM2 
and a test vector function f E H the equations in (2.1) hold. Thus integration 
by parts gives us 
409196 I 8 
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The arbitrariness of vi inside 0 and the conditions Bw, = 0 on 32 both 
imply that 
&WI +pA:,w, = Iw, + wg, w2 +lw,,] + {k, w2 +~wo2} 
+ P(X? VI + wu. 
Similarly 
Afl,w, -pAjY,w, = - $1~~ + 2w,,, w1 I- (k, w,} + N(T). 
In order to obtain the estimates of the generalized solutions, we use the 
cut-off function [(x,~) of Lemma 1.2 to modify the problem (O.l), (0.2). Let 
u’ = (u, , u2) be a modified solution where 
u _ w,+(l-cr)wo 
I- 
Jz 
and u2 = w2 + q1 -i) wlJ2. 
Substituting this in (O.l), (0.2) we have a modified system 
A~Iu~ = lu,,u21 + [u,,Fo] + 1~2, w,] + {kc,, ~21 +Po, 
AH14 = -lu,, ~21 - 21~1, wpl - 2{h, ~11 + No (2.2) 
subject to the boundary conditions of Dirichlet type. Here 
A,, = A; + PA:, , &=A:,,-A;,, 
F, = Xw,, , J2k k,,=----, 
2 
M,=- T (M + P), “3 
PO= [w,,F,] + {k,,F,} +A,, fi TWO-wp +Mo, 
~o=lw,,w,l+~lw,.~ol+2 ko.2 
i 
+ N - A,&w,, - F,). 
DEFINITION 2.3. A modified generalized solution of the problem (2.2) is 
a vector function C = (u,, u2) in H satisfying the integral identities 
A,@,, ‘1r)=B,(u,,u,,rll)+B,(u,,Fo,rl,)+B,(u2,~,,71,) 
+ B,(ko, ~2, rl,) + B,(f’o, ~11, 
AHL(U2,112) = -B,(u,, UIY r2) - 2B,@,, wp, v2) 
- 2B,(k,, u,, ~2) + BAN,, aA (2.3) 
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where 
The classical solution of the modified problem is defined in the same way 
as Definition 2.1. The lcassical solutions of the modified problem are 
equivalent to the solutions of the modified generalized problem by Theorem 
2.1. 
We have the further result that whenever the modified generalized 
solutions exist, they are contained in a ball of finite radius. First, we give the 
following Lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.1. The integral B ,(f, g, h) in Eq. (2.3) is bounded with respect 
to test functions r, and q2, respectively. In particular, for [(x, y) of Lemma 
1.2, 
lB,(u,, uz, CudI < 6 lu’l’. 
Proof. By using Holders inequality and the identities 
Ivv12=)l:+rl:~ 1 vvu I2 = ufx + 22& + z&) 
we get 
lB,(.Lg, h)l< 4 (!, l4’dn)‘/’ (i,, lVg12 ]Vh]‘dQ) I”. (2.4) 
But J2 is a bounded region, hence for u E H,, 
IVul < c(Q) IUI and Pul < c(Q) 14, 
where 1. I on the L.H.S. stands for the norm in L, and /. 1 on the R.H.S. 
denotes the norm in H,,. 
So that (2.4) implies 
IB,(.Lg, h)l < G’> I VI h I gl 
(if] = norm off on H,,). 
We note that this last inequality was obtained in [ 1 ] by a slightly different 
method. From (2.4) above we have 
lB1(u,~u2~ &,)I < 4 !, I4 IV4 lVYu,l da. 
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Now IV<1 vanishes outside XIp, so that by Lemma 1.2 
<c 
(1 
plq2 dR)li2 (,,, IdC,2 di2) 1’2, c is a constant, 
aRP 
< E11zq2, where c= (4&/~‘) Ic@)l SUP(l% + I%l>~ 
Using the same proof as above, we get 
lB2k u,, %)I < Ikl c(Q) lu’12 and B,(N,Lf) < INO IfI’. 
LEMMA 2.2. Ao(f,f) is a strongly coercive form in H02, i.e., there exists 
a positive constant c, such that 
&(f,f) > ~1 IfI*, G E (II’, H’) in Eqs. (2.3), 
I.I=norminH,,. 
The proof of this Lemma is clear [5,6]. 
THEOREM 2.2. All modiJied generalized solutions of (2.2) are a priori 
bounded. 
Proof. Multiplying the first equation of (2.2) by u, and the second by u2 
and after integration over Q, and adding the two resulting equations, we get 
AI,@, 9 u,> + A/,442, ~2) 
=B,(u,,u,,F,)--B,(u,,u,,w,)--B,(k,,u,,u,) 
+ B,(P,, UJ + B,W,, u2), 
IA,@, 7 d + A,+@2 7 ~211 
G IB,(u,, u*,~dl+ IB,(u,, u2, wp)l 
+ I~2ck3~ u,> u2)l + IB,(~,Y u,>l + IB,WllY u,>l. 
By Lemmas (2.1) and (2.2) we have 
GQ)w~,12 + IW2) 
G c2ww~112 + I~u212) + Ikl C,W~,12 + W212) 
+ IBdPll, u,>l + IB,Wcl, u2)l 
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and 
Hence (]Au, I2 + ]du,]*) < c5. Thus I;] < c,, and by Sobolev’s imbedding 
theorem [ 71 
S,“P I Cl < c(c, 9 Q), 
~~Pl~,l~CwJ) and S,“P I u, I < ccc, 3 Q). 
Hence all modified generalized solutions exist if they are contained in a ball 
of finite radius. 
The generalized solution are also bounded. This follows directly from 
above. 
3. EXISTENCE OF AT LEAST ONE SOLUTION 
In this section we reformulate problem (O.l), (0.2) in terms of an operator 
equation from which the conditions for existence of solutions are drawn. We 
first show that the reformulated problem is equivalent to the modified 
problem. 
Consider the sum of the two equations in (2.2) with the parameter 
0 < A, < 1, 
where 
A,t(u, 9 v,) + A&2, rl2) = W,(C II’> + WC&, 0, (3.1) 
Zll(c3~ f) = B,(~,Y 5-l) + B,(~o, v2h 
z*(U;~)=~,(~,,~2~r,)-~,(~*~~2~~2)+~,(~2~~~~~,) 
- -=,(u,, wp, r2) +B,(u*, w,, v,) + B,(kl, u2, VJ 
+ 2B*(f%, UI, 72)’ 
When A,, = 1, the system (3.1) reduces to the sum of the equations in (2.2). 
LEMMA 3.1. The integral Z,(z& $) defines a linear functional of the test 
vector function $ E H(O) for arbitrarily fixed ti E H(O). 
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Proof. Additivity and homogeneity follow immediately from the 
definitions in (3.1). 
and this completes the Prof. 
LEMMA 3.2. Z(C, i) = A,,(u,, nI) + AH,(u2, n2) defines a bilinear 
bounded functional in H with respect to test functions ti E H. 
Proof. Additivity follows from the additivity of both A,,(f, g) and 
AHI(J; g), the definitions of which are in (2.3). Boundedness follows from the 
estimate 
It is clear that Z(U; f) has all the properties of a scalar product and hence can 
serve as a scalar product in H. By the Riesz Representation Theorem [ 5 1, 
Z(z& q) = (i, r’) = j,, Lm?j, where dC= (du,,du,). (3.2) 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf the initial data in the expressions of P, and N, are 
such that the integral 
ZdP,,N,, 3 = Bdf’,, r,> + BAN,, ~2) 
defines a linear functional of the test functions ?iE H, then the modified 
generalized solution of the system (2.2) is identical with the solution of the 
functional equation 
u’-&TC=A,P. 
The operator T is in general nonlinear. 
Proof. By the Riesz Representation Theorem I.5 ] we have the represen- 
tation 
(3.3) 
where P” is uniquely defined in H. Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) in (3.1) and 
since d is arbitrary, we have C - II,, Tz? = &P. 
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LEMMA 3.3. The operator T is completely continuous. 
Proof: The operator T is clearly bounded since by Lemma 3.1 
IO-U; 17)l = Iz,(G d)l <c lu’l’ IGI. 
To show that the operator T transforms weakly convergent sequences into 
strongly convergent sequences we consider the sequence {C,) with uniformly 
bounded norms in H. The norms of { Tzi,} are also uniformly bounded. 
Suppose (zi,} and { Tzi,} are strongly convergent in 
L, = w:(n) x Iv@?) and H’ = IV:@) x JV~(~), 
respectively. The sequences can be chosen in this way since the imbeddings 
H c L, and H c H’ are completely continuous [7]. Now for any k # 1 
(TC, - TC,, TzY, - TzZ,) = I,(& - &, Tz?, - TC,). 
Also (C,} and (TzZ,} are uniformly bounded in the norms of H’ and L,. 
From the estimate 
IZl(JT r’>l < cv> I Cl I Cl in H’. 
We have 
l(TzZ- Tz$, Tu’,- T&)1 <clTz+ Tu;,I ju,-Ck12. 
Since H is imbedded in H’ the weakly convergent sequence (u’,) is strongly 
convergent in the space H’. So that in H’ 
/Tu’,- TiikI-tO as I,k-+co, 
and the sequence of elements (Tu”,} in H converges strongly whenever {zi,) 
converges weakly in H. 
Hence T is completely continuous on H. 
THEOREM 3.2. The operator equation of Theorem 3.1 
u’-/I,Ti=&p 
has at least one solution. 
(3.4) 
Proof: The operator T + I assigning the function Tzi + IP to each 
element u” E H is compact, since T is compact and I is the identity operator 
in the space H. By Schaeffer’s Theorem [2] Eq. (3.4) has at least one 
solution in the bounded domain a. 
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